
Wahtari joins NVIDIA Metropolis to level up AI solutions for automatic quality control

Munich — October 2022 — Wahtari, an end-to-end solutions provider for computer vision specialised in 
AI, today announced it has joined NVIDIA Metropolis, a partner program focused on bringing to market 
a new generation of vision AI applications. NVIDIA Metropolis nurtures a rich ecosystem and offers 
powerful developer tools to supercharge vision AI applications that are designed to make the world’s 
most important spaces and operations safer and more efficient.

Since 2019, Wahtari has offered solutions for complex AI tasks. By developing its own hardware and 
software solutions, the company is offering a set of valuable industry-specific capabilities including 
automatic number plate recognition for smart cities and high-precision surface inspection of industrial 
cables in the manufacturing space. The use of high-quality edge AI platforms, including the NVIDIA 
Jetson Xavier NX and Jetson Nano, enables Wahtari to solve difficult, real-world problems and deliver 
impactful customer value.

NVIDIA Metropolis makes it easier and more cost effective for enterprises, governments, and integration 
partners to use world-class AI-enabled solutions to improve critical operational efficiency and safety 
problems. The NVIDIA Metropolis ecosystem contains a large and growing breadth of members who 
are investing in the most advanced AI techniques and most efficient deployment platforms, and using 
an enterprise-class approach to their solutions. Members have the opportunity to gain early access to 
NVIDIA platform updates to further enhance and accelerate their AI application development efforts. 
Further, the program offers the opportunity for members to collaborate with industry-leading experts 
and other AI-driven organizations.

Leaping into the market with our own products is a big challenge. Joining NVIDIA Metropolis 
helps us to gain access to high-quality resources and know-how in a cost-effective way. It’s 
a unique opportunity for a growing startup.
  - Marwin Gabmel, Wahtari founder and CEO
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https://www.nvidia.com/de-de/autonomous-machines/intelligent-video-analytics-platform/


About Wahtari

Specialised in software development, IT security and artificial intelligence, we create our own solutions 
for automation and quality-control tasks. Our unique trait is that we design our own hardware products to 
efficiently solve the often complex problems our customers are facing. These range from the inspection 
of FFP2 face masks, the bark inspection of tree trunks, the inspection of wear and tear on conveyor 
belts, the high-speed, in-line surface inspection of electric wires, cables and many more. 
We at Wahtari believe in simple and efficient solutions and like to take on challenges. We are focused on 
performance and security, and care about our customers’ privacy and data.

For more information, visit wahtari.io.

https://wahtari.io/

